PASSIONATE
ABOUT
AEROSPACE?
Check our freshly opened
internships for students!

INNOVATIVE AERO INTERNSHIP
You will become a part of Advanced Technology group - a research organization focusing on key
areas of aerospace industry. Your will work closely with Human-Cockpit Interaction research team
and get experience in natural human-machine interaction, human state detection and fast SW
prototyping.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER - INTERN
Be part of growing engineering team that is defining the future of Honeywell Aerospace products.
Do you have some experience with web development on back-/front-end (Java, JavaScript) and
basic scripting skills in Python?

SW ENGINEER INTERN (MATLAB, SIMULINK)
Join our Honeywell engineering team working on Comac C919 Flight Controls and/or Boeing 787
Flight Controls programs. You will become a meaningful integral part of an expert systems team
focused on Flight controlssystem (FCS) development as well as its verification. Your main
responsibility will be in support and participation of various verification activities including e.g.
creation of testing scenarios on system as well as software levels, simulations or scripting.

ENGINEERING SUPPORT- INTERN
The Flight Ops and Mission Management team is looking for an intern to help researchers and
developers with obtaining and processing aircraft specific and flight environment related data. You
will collect data from Meteorological and Aeronautical Information Services, flight plans,
scheduling or passenger information etc. Our goal is to use these inputs in advanced fuel, flight
and fleet optimization applications.

TEST TECHNICAL SUPPORT - INTERN
Our team of ambitious Engineers is responsible for designing test solution for Avionics from early
design stage to serial production. Do you want to help to make flying even safer? Participate in
design, development, commissioning and maintenance of test solutions for Honeywell products in
all phases of product lifecycle.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR SATCOM
Are you interested in satellite communication? Do you want to learn and gain experience in this
specific area? Join our team SATCOM - focused on development of complex test infrastructure in
satellite communication business.

